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1. Introduction. Let X=(Xt,Pχyx^Rλ) be a one-dimensional standard
Markov process with generator A

Au(x) = a(xy(x)+σ(x)2u"(x)β

(1-1) r- (+ }_oo[
u(χ+y)-u(χ)-

In this article, we shall discuss how the sample paths of X approach a single
point. Let σ0 be the first hitting time of the sample path to the origin:
<r0=inf {/>(); Xt=0}. Set Ω^fω; σ-0(ω)< + oo}. Define Ωί, ΩΓ and Ωf by

Ωί = {ωeΩι; 38>0, Vt£Ξ[σ0(ω)-£, σ0(ω)),

ΩΓ = {ω^Ω^ 3β>0, Vt<=Ξ[σ0(ω)-β, <70(ω)),

and

Ωf = {ωEΞΩΓ, 3tn\σQ(ω) s.t. ^_

Our present problem is to decide whether PΛ(Ωί/Ω1), P^ΩΓ/Ωi) and PΛ.(Ωί/Ω1)
are positive or not. When X is spatially homogeneous, the problem was treated
by T.Takada [15] in case σΦO and by N.Ikeda-S.Watanabe [3] in case σ=0
who also applied their results to the study of two-dimensional diffusion processes.
Their method is based on the estimate of the singularity of the Green function
on the diagonal set. Recently P.W.Millar [10] solved a similar problem in-
dependently. Let Tx be the first exit time of the sample path of a spatially
homogeneous process from (—00, x] (#>0). Millar gave, in terms of the ex-
ponent, a necessary and sufficient condition that P0(XTχ=x)>0.

Here we shall consider the class of spatially inhomogeneous Markov pro-
cesses determined by A under certain regularity conditions on # , σ and Lάvy
measure n(x, dy). We shall give some sufficient conditions that PΛ(Ωί/Ω1)=l,
PΛΓ(ΩΓ/Ω1)— 1 and P^Ωί/ΩJ^l. Our method consists in estimating the
singularity of the Green function as in [3]. More precisely, under the regularity
conditions that will be given in §2, put
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(1.2) ψ(*, ξ) = ia(x)ξ-σ(Xγei2+J'^e -l- ĵ )»(*. dm).

Then ^4 can be written in the form:

(1.3) Af(X) = ̂ _j

namely, we can regard A as a pseudo-differential operator having its symbol

ψ(Xy ξ). On account of the theory of pseudo-differential operators, the equation

(\—A)u=f admits a fundamental solution £λ(#, y), which is of the form

a Λ\ &^(v iΛ — \ piίχ—y)% ^ -Uof fv iΛ' δλV Λ > J7; — 2 J.oo . /—T7^δλ,ιv*> j) >

with a continuously differentiable function g\yl(x, y). Therefore the singularity

of the Green function is the same as in the spatially homogeneous case and the

results of [3], [15] concerning the manners of hitting remain true in the present

case.

The organization of the present paper is as follows. In section 2, we state

our theorems. In section 3, we mention some related facts from the theory of

pseudo-differential operators. We construct the above mentioned fundamental

solution in section 4 and estimate its singularity in section 5. In section 6, 7 and 8

we prove our theorems by making use of the estimates established in section 5.

2. Theorems. Denote by β(Rn) (£(Rn)) the space of C°°(ΛM)-functions
whose derivatives of any order are bounded (vanishing at infinity). Let a(x) and

σ(x) be the bounded C°°-functions with its first derivatives a'(x) and σ'(x) belong-

ing to j8.O Let v(x, y) be a nonnegative function of J8(Λ2). We assume that

v(xy y) satisfies following two conditions:

(z/.l) there exists a positive constant ^ such that

onΛ 1 x {y; \y\^l} ,

(v.2) there exists a positive constant L such that

v(xy y) is independent of x, if | x\ 2±L.

Define n(x, y) by

n(x, y) = where Q<ai<2ίi= 1, 2.

1) We denote J8(or j8) for ^(.R1) (or J8CR1)) for simplicity.
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Consider the following operator A on j8:

Au(x) = a(x)u'(x)+σ(x)2u"(x)l2

(x, y)dy .

It is known that there exists a unique standard Markov process X= {Xt, PXJ

x^R1} whose generator is the closure of A (in fact, X is a Hunt process, see
Sato [11]). Let Gλ be the resolvent of X:

G,f(x) = Exe-»f(Xt)dt = ^Gλ(*, dy)f(y)y

Then it can be shown that there exists a density £λ(tf , y) of Gλ(# , dy) with respect
to Lebesgue measure dy (see §4).

Now our results are as follows.

Theorem 1. // (i) σ (*)2^σ2>0 or (ii) σ(x) = 0 and max (al9 α2)>l, then
any

Theorem 2. ( 1 ) // σ(x)2 ̂  σ2 > 0, then we have

(i) P^ΩίUΩflΩiHl for any x
(ii) More precisely, for any x Φ 0,

(2.2a) [̂̂ o; Ωί] = -

(2.2b) JBJ '̂o; ΩΓ] = 2 [~Λ(0, 0) | ( Λ > 0)+ λ̂(^, 0 ) ( 0 , 0-)] .

(2) // σ(x) = ̂ anda^>a^a^>\ [resp. a, < a2, a2 > 1], then PX(ΩΪ | ΩJ= 1 [m/>.
PΛ(ΩΓ I Ωj)= 1] for any xφ 0.

(3) // σ(*) = 0 and a1=a2 > 1 , then P*(Ωί | ΩJ= 1 for any x Φ 0.

3. Pseudo-differential operators. In this section, we shall collect a
number of known facts needed for later section from the theory of pseudo-
differential operators. We refer to Kumano-go [6] for details. We denote by
Sm

p>8, 0 ̂  δ < p ̂  1 , — oo < m < oo , the set of C°°(R X #)-functions p(x, ξ) such that

(3.1) \I%dξp(x9 ξ)\ £CΛtβ(l+\ξ\γ«'-*> for any x,

where D*=(—idlQx)* and 9f=(8/9f)β. An element of Sm

Pt8 is called a symbol.

Set 5β;i8= U Sm

p}8 and S^Γ= Π S^ δ. For a function /> (Λ:, ξ) belonging to S™ δ,m m ' '

we define a pseudo-differential operator P = p(x, Dx)

1) Cb(Rl) is the totality of bounded continuous functions on R1.
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by

Pu(x) = p(x, Dx)u(x) =
2πJ-°

Let Sm

Pt8 be the totality of p(x, Dx), where p(x, ξ) is a function of Sm

Ptδ. Set
S-§8= U 5™>δ and S~ΐ= U S% We call E belonging to S~M a right (or left)

nt m

parametrix of P, if PE=I—Kί for some K^S^ (or EP=I—K2 for some ̂ 2e
S^δ°) A parametrix is a right and left parametrix. Following theorem gives a
sufficient condition for the existence of parametrix.

Theorem 3.1. (Hϋrmander [2]). Let p(x, ξ) be a symbol belongs to Sm

Pt8.
Ifp(x, ζ) satisfies the following conditions (i), (ii):
(i) For some δ0>0 and m19

\p(x,ξ)\ ^δoίl+lflΓ 1 foranyx,

(ii) For any nonnegative integers a, β, there exists a constant CΛβ>0 such that

I D*βfr(x, ξ)lp(x, ξ) I ^ CΛβ(l+ I ξ I )->*^ for any x, ξ EΞ/?1 .

Then there exists a parametrix E=e(x, Dx), where e(x, ξ)<=S~ι'8
tl.

REMARK 3.1. e(x, ξ) can be constructed as follows (Hϋrmander [2]).
Let ejy j=Q, 1, 2, ••• be functions determined by the following relations

e.(x, ξ) = -- Σ . d*ξek(x, ξ}D«xp(x, ξ) for any j ̂  1 .

Let φ be a C°°-function such that φ(ξ)= 0 if | ξ \ ̂  1/2, =1 if | ξ \ ̂  1. Choose
a sequence Kί!<ί2< « <ίrt f oo such that

(3.3) 1 8ί8f {βχ

for I f I ^ίy, I a+β\ ^j. Then ^(Λ?, ξ) can be written in the form

(3.4) e(x, ξ) = e0(x, ξ)+ Σ efa ξ)φ(ζ/tj) .

Let#5, — oo <$< oo be the Sobolev space with norm ||w||^Γ (1+ \ ζ \ 2 ) s \ ύ ( ζ ) \ 2

dξ. We need the following sharp form of Carding inequality.

Theorem 3.2. (Kumano-go [7]). Let ρ(x, ξ) be a function of 5 0̂. If
p(x, ξ) satisfies the following inequality : For some 8 > 0 and ml such that Q^m

1) We define #(<f) = e~^u(x)dx for
J -co

2) ώ is the space of rapidly decreasing functions.
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IX*, ξ)\ ̂ (H-lίlΓ for any x,

then

We shall give the characterization of S~J.

Theorem 3.3. (Kumano-go [7]). Let P=ρ(χ, Dx) be an element of
~Γ- If we define K(x, w) by

then K(x, w) belongs to β(RχR) and K(x, w) satisfies the following: For any ay β,
N, there exists a constant C=CΛβN such that

(3.5) \QΪQlK(x, w}\ ^C(\+\w\2yNί* for any x,

Pu(x) can be written in the form

(3.6) Pu(x) = Γ K(x, x-y)u(y)dy,
J-oo

Proof. Because p(x, ξ)^S~%y we have

(1+ \w\Jda

xdt,K(X> w) = 1Γ e^(l+DlY
ZπJ -°°

From this we get (3.5). By the Fubini theorem we have (3.6).

For later use we shall quote the index theorem of Kumano-go [8], We call
a function p(x, ξ) of S™8 be slowly varying, if for any α, /3,

I D«djp(X, ζ)\ ^Caβ(x) (1+ I ξ\ y H ' -w for any *,

where CΛβ(x) is a bounded function such that C*β(x)->0 as | x\ -»oo, if

Theorem 3.4. (Kumano-go [8]). Let p(x, ξ) e *S δ̂, m > 0 be slowly varying.
Suppose that there exist positive constants C0 and 0<τ^l such that (p(x, ξ)— ζ)'1

exists on

and the estimate of the form

(3.7) \(D:%P(X, ξ)) (p(χ, ξ)-

holds uniformly on Bg, where CΛβ(x) is a bounded function such that CΛβ(x)— »0
as \x\ -»oo, if αφO. Then P~ρ(χ, Dx) as the map from U into itself with the
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domain D(P)= {u<=U\ Pu<=L2} has index 0.

4. Construction of the fundamental solution. Throughout this

section, we always assume that (a) a^a2 and (b) σ(#)2^cr2>0 or α^l.
Let A be the integro-differential operator defined by (2.1) and ψ(x, ξ) be

the function defined by the following equation

(4.1) ψ<*, ξ) = ia(x)ξ-σ(x)2ξ2l2+e^- 1 - n ( x , w)dw .

Then it is easy to see that A can be written in the form

(4.2) Au(x) = 1 Γ e<*ty(xy ξ)a(ς)dξ,
2πJ-°°

In Lemma 4.1, we collect some properties of A as a pseudo-differential
operator when the following condition (c) is satisfied.

(c) There exists a constant Lj> 1 such that

v(x,y) = Q on Rx{y; \y\^Lt} .

Lemma 4.1. Let the condition (c) be satisfied. Then we have
(1°) Ψ(ΛJ, ξ) belongs to S2

lt0. // σ(x) = Q, then <ψ belongs to S%.
(2°) For any λ>0, the symbol of λ— A satisfies the following: There exists a
constant δ0>0 such that

(4.3) |λ-ψ(*,e)|^S0(l+|£|)-ι for any x.ξ^R1.

(3°) For any λ>0 and for any nonnegatίve integers a, /5, there exists Crtβ>0
such that for any x,

(4.4) KDΓΘf {λ-ψί*, ξ)}) (λ- ψ<*f DΓ

^A^ 8=2— «! if «!>!, =0 z/

(4°) Cλoott? β constant γ ίwd* ίA«ί 1<7<2 z/σ(^)2^σ2>0, l<7<a! if a,>l
and fix it. Let A0 be the pseudo-differential operator having i/r0(#, ^)=(χ — ty(x, ξ))

(1+ I ξ I Tv/2 «ί to Jjwώo/. Then we have index(AQ)=Q.

Proof. Proof of (1°). Since a! and σf belong to j8, it is obvious that ia(x)ξ
-σ(x)2ξ2!2 belongs to S2

1>0. Set

φ(*' ξ) =

Since ^ can be written in the form
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l+W

it is sufficient to consider Fix, ξ)=\ Ίe'^—l— l^w }v(x' w' dw and to prove
v ' Jo \ 1+wV zo1+Λ F

that F(x,w)eSlt if 0<α<l, F(x, et>)eS?0 if Kα<2, |8?9?Fχ*, w)| ̂

c^i+ieir ίi+iogdeivi)) if «=ι.
First we consider the case of 0<α<l. In this case, F(xy f) can be written

in the form

,4.5)

Set FJx, g)=
v '

and It is

clear that F2 belongs to 5} „. We show Fτ belongs to S"0. Set M,= sup
' ' *,'«eB1,'»+

\Q™dlv(x,w)\, 1=0, 1, 2, -. If w=0, then we have Q^F,(x, ξ)=\L\e^
Jo

9"" '̂ *") rfro . Therefore, for \ξ\£l, noting that | «<««•- 1 1 ̂  | f to \ ̂
1+<*

ιv \ , we
W

get

For the case | £| > 1, by putting \ξ\w=y, we have

S i - i i έ i p ί ξ / i έ i ^ _ 1
1+a 8o

Thus we have

(4.6)

^l, we have

For |f | ̂ 1, we get

For |f I >1, we have

ι(*, f) =
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9»W*, ξ) = (») |f l

= (i)"\ξ\*-»F3(x,ξ).

For the estimate of F3(x, ξ), set *•$»(*, f)=Γβ*«/'*' V*"19Γ»ί*. — W and

Jo V |£|/

)=ΓllSWι*'V~<'~18>6*.— W Then we obtain for Fi", \F?>(x,ξ)\
Ji \ | f | /

y"~a'1dy= — — . For F?\ by integration by parts, we have
n— a

*. f) = Σ (- W1=1 \ ί/t / — W*,
\

- ) " Σ (J) (n-a-l) («-α-2)

For the terms corresponding to /^ 1, we have

1

1 p e^wl-«-l(dl

wd™v)(x,w)dw
£ Λ J ι/ l£ l i/lίl

For the term corresponding to /=0,

Thus J 3̂ is bounded and the inequality

(4.7) I W^(*, ξ)\ ̂

holds. It follows from (4.6) and (4.7) that Fl belongs to S*tQ. Combining the
fact that F2 belongs to Sl

lt0 and α<l, we have F^SltQ.
Next let us consider the case of 1 <α<2. Set

and
W

1)

-ifr
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S
Lι w2~*

——-φ, w)dw .
o L-\-W

Then F can be written in the form F(x, ξ)=F1(xί ξ)+F2(x, ξ). It is evident that
F2 belongs to SJ 0. In order to prove (3.1) for ί\, it suffices to show (3.1) for the
case β=0. In fact, since

it reduces to the case 0<α< 1. If /3=0, then we have for | ξ \ Ξ> 1,

L JL\
dw

α—

For noting 1*'^— 1— —
JL

2, we have

w

Thus F! belongs to 5*>0. Combining this and the fact that jP2e*S}t0, we obtain
that F belongs to S%.

Finally consider the case α— 1. We have

(4.8.) d-F(X> ξ) =
J

(4.8b) a&M*. ξ) =

(4.8c) 9Γ65ίY«, ξ) =

First we consider the case n=0. If | f | ^1, then we have

W o \-\-W
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If I ξ I > 1, then we have

6-,

'

+ \ξ\

For /u we have

g™

For 72, we have

9>U

Therefore we have

(4.9)

dy

Next we consider the case n= 1 . The second term of (4.8b) is bounded. Denote
by / the first term of (4.8b). For \ξ \ >1, we have

(tf, b)t a/\b=mm(a, b).
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I/I = ί
£ ι l £ l Λ sgnφ y 1 /

* ^Q-v(χ
o v V

For |f I ^1, we have

Therefore we get

(4.10) I W(*, ξ)\ £CmΛ(l+]og(\ς\ VI)) .

Finally we consider the case n^2. If | ξ \ ̂  1, then we obtain

SZ-l
w"-2d

o

If I ξ I > 1, then we have

-
n—l

Set

Then we have for Jlt

»
and =

For /2) by integration by parts, we get

pi sgnφy oe

/ 1 \«-ι »-ι /^ ι\

+(- . ,gj Σ Γ7 ) (»-2) (n-3).../
\ t snξ / /-i \ * /

For the terms corresponding to 1^1, we have

1

lίl'
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For the term corresponding to /=0, we have

Therefore we get |/2| ^C(l+log|£ |) for |f \ >1. Hence we have

(4.11) \d^F(x, ς)\ ^Cm,a(l+\ξ\γ-»(l+log(\ξ\Vl)) .

It follows from (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) that

I d^F(x, ξ)\ ^Cm,H(ί+ I ζ\ Γ"(l+log(| ξ\ VI)) .

Thus the proof of (1°) is completed.

Proof of (2°). Note that

λ— ψ{*, ξ) = λ+— σ(x)2ξ2+ Γ (l-cosξw)n(x, w)dw
2 J-°°

Set = f 1 l-cosy , Then usi / jx
Jo 1+β*ι

for

λ— Ψ(Λ;, ξ)\ ^λ+— σ (x)2ξ2+ Γ (1— cosξw)n(x, w)dw
2 J-°°

Thus (2°) is proved.

Proof of (3°). Let αx> 1. For m^ 1, we have by (1°) and (2°)

For the case m=0 and «^2, we have

For »ι=0 and '«=!, we have
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λ—i/r(#, ξ)

Therefore we get

λ— ψ{*, ξ)

In case σ(x)2^ σ2> 0, (4.4) is clear. The proof of (3°) is completed.
Proof of (4°). It is sufficient to verify that the conditions in Theorem 3.4

are satisfied for A0. First note that λ—Λ]T(X, ξ) is slowly varying. This follows

from the fact that a'(x) and σ'(x] belong to J§ and d™v(x, y)y m^l are zero for

\x\ ^L. Next we show the estimate (3.7) for ΨΌ(Λ;, ξ). If η=ψ0(x, £), then we
have

dist(??, (—00, 0]) = 1 7 7 1 ^Reτ7^δ0(l+|ί|2)(β*ι""y)/2.

Therefore {(λ—ψ(x, ξ)) (1+ \ξI2)"*/2—f}'1 exists on S^ if we choose

sΓXtfi—7) Then since Re (λ— ψ (*, ξ)) > 0,

ΛH*, f))-Re ? if Re

-ψ(Λ?, f)) if Re

In view of the proof of (2°), we have

on

It is easy to see that

Combining these two estimates and (4.4) it follows that the estimate (3.7) holds.
Thus the conditions of Theorem 3.4 holds for i/r0(#, ξ). The proof of (4°) is
completed.

Although the following remark is well known, we shall state here for later use.

REMARK 4.1. (Maximum principle). Let u(^0) be a function of j8. If
U(XQ)= sup u(x) for some xoy then Au(x0)^0. Moreover there exists a point xl

such that u(x1)=u(x0) and Au(x^)<Q.
Now we shall show the existence of the Green operator of A and construct

its kernel.

Lemma 4.2. Let the condition (c) be satisfied and A be the operator defined
by (2.1). Then we have
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(i) For any f^H^ there exists a unique solution we J8 of the equation

(4.12) (\-A)u=f.

(ii) For any f^H^, define Gλf as the unique solution of (4.12) Then Gλ is a

continuous operator from H^ to j8.

Proof. First we note that A can be written in the form

(4.13) Au(x) = 7-\^(x, PXO) (*)> u^β >

where 7u, J~λu denote the Fourier transform and the Fourier inverse trans-

form in distribution sense respectively. In fact, for any we j8, there exists a

sequence {un} of s& such that un-*u in J8. Therefore 7un->7u in s£'. Because
ι/r(#, )e0M

Ό, we have i/r(#, )Ύun->^(x, }7u in s&'. Define AQ by

A0u(x) = y-'Kλ-ψ ί*, ξ)) (1+ \ξ I

Consider A0 as a map of L2 with domain D(A^= {u<=L2; AQu^U}. First we
show that A0 is one-to-one. Let u be a function of L2 such that AQu = 0. Set

etX^d% and Φ)=^*Φ).3)

Since the symbol ψ0 satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.2 for ra=2 — % m1=2
-γ if σ(Λ?)2^σ2> 0,^-7 if α^l, we have \\u\\s+m_Q/2^Cs'\\u\\s+m__l/2(Vs).

Therefore u^H^. Combining this and g^L1, we obtain v^ J8. So we have

(\-A)Ό(x) = ̂ ^{(λ-^, •)) ̂ (0) W = AΦ) = 0 -

By Remark 4.1, we have v(x) = Q, hence u(x) = Q. Therefore ker(^40)= {0} .
Combining this and index(^40)=0, we have coker(A0)=L2IIm(A0)= {0} . Thus
A0 maps D(A0) onto L2(Rl). Let /be any function of H^. Then since / belongs
to L2, it follows that there exists a unique v^L2 such that A0v=f. Set u=g*v.

Then by Theorem 3.2, wej8 and using the same argument as above, we have

(\—A)u=f. Uniqueness follows easily from Remark 4.1.
Finally we shall prove the continuity of Gλ. By the closed graph theorem,

it is sufficient to show the following:

fJn^H^f^fin H^ GJn-*v in J8, then v=Gλf.

Since it follows from (2.1) that A maps j8 into j8 continuously, we have

fn=(\—A)Gxfn->(\—A)v in j8. On the other hand, /„->/ in H^ we have

1) ^jf is the totality of C°°-functions such that each derivative is dominated by some polynomial.
2) m=2if σ(Λ:)2^σ2>0, =a1ifa1>l.

3) g*u(x)
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f=(\—A)v in J8. The proof is completed.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists a parametrix Q=q(x, Dx) of \—A, where

LΛl. Define K by the following equation:

(4.14) K=I-(\-A)Q.

Then K maps ίf_oo to H^ continuously. Hence GXK=GX—Q maps £[_<*, to
J8 continuously. This implies that GX—Q maps <?' to 6 continuously. By
Schwartz' kernel theorem (Schwartz [13]), there exists a C°°-function k(x, y)
such that

(4.15) GJ(X)-Qf(X) = Γ k(X, y)f(y)dy,
J -00

Set

(4.16) Λtβ(*. J) = f Γ '̂-"̂ .(Λ,
Z7rJ-°°

(4.17) Λ>1(*. j) = Σ ft" e^-^q,(X, ξ)φί^-)dξ+k(X, y)
j-ι ZπJ-°* \tj'

and

(4-18) £χ(*. j) = ^λ>β(*, )̂+ λ̂.ι(*, >»)

Since fceS ίS , A=0, 1, 2, -, ί" β"'-Λ ,̂(*, f)rff and Γ e'^^q^, ξ)
J _00 J -00

dξ are well-defined. By (3.2) of Remark 3.1, the right hand side of (4.17)
tj/

converges uniformly in x, y.

Lemma 4.3. Under the same condition in Lemma 4.2,
( i ) Gλ has the kernel representation :

(4.19) Gλ/(*) = f" λ̂(^, y)f(y)dy, /e«0 ,
J-oo

where gλ is the function defined by (4.18).
(ii) (a) gλ(xy y) is a nonnegative function, (b) g\t0(xy y) is a continuous function
and C°° -function except on the diagonal set, (c) g\tl(x, y) is a continuously differen-
tiable function and C°° -function except on the diagonal set.

Proof. First note that

(4.20) GJ(X) = Qf(X)+^_k(X, y)f(y}dy, /e<0 .

On the other hand, Qf(x) can be written in the form

1) ύϋ is the totality of C ""-functions on R1 of compact support.
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Using the fact that ̂ (ES ί̂, k=Q, 1, 2, ••• and (3.2), we have

= Γ if Γ '''c*-'%(*, fXί+ Σ f Γ a"-^/*,
j-ooίZπJ-00 j=ι2πJ-°°

From this and (4.20), we obtain (4.19). The proof of (i) is completed. Next
we show (ii). It is clear that £λ o and gλ>1 are continuous in #, y. So £λ is
continuous in x, y. By Remark 4.1, we have Gλ/^0 if /^O. Therefore £λ

is nonnegative. Although the proof of the fact that gλ>0 and £λ>1 belong to
C°°(RxR— Δ) is found in [2], for completeness we present the proof. By
integration by parts, we have

M(*. y) =

Since fΓ?-*ι> we have

9fe"r+fe+/go(^,

Therefore we have

2π ' Λ

J °° flc*~ri)+"~r2)

- b ^ ^
Thus we have ̂ λ>0 e C°°(/? x /?— Δ) . By the same way we have £λ>1 e C°°(Λ X R— Δ)
Π C^-R X R). The proof of (ii) is completed.

5. The estimates of the singularity of -̂ . In this section we estimate
dy

the singularity of dgλ/dy. By Lemma 4.3 it is sufficient to consider £λ>0(#> y)
only.

Lemma 5.1. Let g\>0(x, y) be the function defined by (4.16). Then we have
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(5 IV '

rf

where ψR and ψ>7 are the real part and the imaginary part of \Jr respectively.

Proof. Since fyR and ψf are even and odd functions of ξ respectively, we

have

S^,o\^y y) == —I —dζ
7t »o ΓX—'^ijC^'j ^)]2~i~'ψ*/( '̂> £)2

—j— I . ^S *

Therefore it suffices to prove that the following integrals

τ f°° ξ {X—Λ|T(Λ;, f)}sin(j;—x)ξ ,&j[j — i aζ

and

j f °° ξψι(x> ί)c
2~~ Jo ΓX-iίro^. ̂

are uniformly convergent for | Λ;— j | ^δ>0. First we show this for It. Set

and

ΛOΛϋ

Then F! and F2 are monotone increasing and

Γ% i / f-[λ— ψ Λ(Λ?, f )

Note that the set of pseudo-differential operators forms an algebra, that is if

p£x, Dx) belongs to SJ$, ι=l, 2, then pfa, Dx)ρ2(x, Dx) belongs to S™>

1

8

+m2 (see

. Using this, we have - Φ -'Ψ'igfo ?)] - belongs to 5Γo+ " for some
2 2

m > 1 . Hence we get

- fι for
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where M is a constant independent of x. According to this and

lim — ?l>~^*] — =0 uniformly in x, we have lim F1(?)=lim F2(ξ)=a. Set

)=ίi

1(?)— α and F4(?)=ί1

2(|)— α. Then J 3̂ and F, converge to 0 uniformly
in x and

Therefore by the second mean value theorem, for \x— y\ ̂

I f "» g[λ— ψ a

I JMλ-ψ*(*
I pf,(f)sin(y
I J NI

1 ί
I J

The proof for I2 is the same as above. Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.2. (i) //σ(#)2^σ2>0 on R1 or (ii) σ(#)2^cr2>0 on a neighbor-
hood of the origin and #ι> 1, then

(5.2a)

(5.2b)

where

(*, 0) = li
j-

(*, 0) = li

, y) = — --+C ,

, y) = --+C ,

C = dξ

1 f-
— \
2^3 [λ- ψ^O,

Proof. By Lemma 5.1, we have

.o(ιV 0) = I f " f[λ-^g(^,g)]sinxg j^+ 1 f" ξψι(
' π Jo [λ- ψ X*. f )]2+ /̂( )̂ ?)2 π Jo [\-ψR(x,

x, ξ)coaxξ
dy

First we show lim /j =
<r(0)2

Set
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G(X, η) =

and

H(x, ΎJ) = —a\

Then we have

Λ -Cos^\n(x, u

x

'-vE
oo / \ -j

(1—cos— )n(x, u)du \dη
-~\ x / J

G(X,

Since

_ for

by the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we can write

-cos^Wx, u)du\

- Γ(G(x,

(Fly F2 have the same property as F3y F4 in the proof of Lemma 5.1).

Using the second mean value theorem, for any 6 >0, there exists a constant
Λ/>0 such that

π G(x, η)+H(x, η)

for any x. Since the integrand is bounded in [0, N],

.

N

lίm— I
Λ ^ o τ r J o G(X, rj)-}-H(xy rf)

π Jo σ(0)2 η

Consequently we obtain lim/j^ - . Incase #<0, we have
*ψo σ(0)2
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so lim /,= . For /,, we devide /, into two terms
-t» cr(0)2

-*5! ~*2

[λ- ψ X*,

+ ιr η]_. M sm M W Λ ' ω M|COSΛ*

Using Lebesgue's convergence theorem,

=1
25 2 2J- [x-ψ^o, f )]2+ψ-7(o, ? )2

The same estimate shows that

,y) - — — + C, li
*'

, , ,
dy α-(O)2 no θy ' σ(0)2

The proof of Lemma 5.2 is completed.
Next we shall consider the case σ(x) = 0. We shall devide into the following

three cases:
(I) K^2^α1<2, (II) 0<α2<Kα1<2 and (III) I=a2<al<2.
We write ψ* in the following form according to the above cases.

Case (I). ψ.(*. £) = iφ)ξ+ Γ («<«"- 1 -ιϊ«) n (*, u) du ,
J -00

where ct(x) = a(x)+{° ***(*' u)du.
J-~ 1 + M2

Case (II). ψ(*, |) = (̂̂
M α 2

where *) = -W+ + K-, •)*

Case (III). ψ<
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where c3(x) =

c~t n (v \oei u^Xy t

and

\-\-U

So vfχ viμ\

\V\ 1+Λ2

ί° ( ' — V

J_Λ s ι n z ; i-μw

&,(*,?) =

Then T|Γ(Λ;, f ) can be written in the form

Case (I).

(5.3) ψ(*,

Case (II). (0<«2<l<α1<2) .

(5.4) γ(x, ξ) = -(«,(*, f )

Case (III). (1 = «2<α1<2)

(5.5)

Set

= K*. 0)

o ΐ; τHΊ

if a2>l,

if α2<l,

, if α2 - 1 ,

and
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."(*,<>),
Lemma 5.3. Let aj(x, ξ), #,-(#),

we have the following estimates

/ς fc\ π (v ε\ Ω (.
v° °; aι\x> ζ) "iv

(5.7)

(5.8)

if α2 = 1 .

i^Λ?), ί=l, 2 δ^ αί above. Then

if a2>l,

(5.9) (x, ξ)-b2(x) =

uniformly in x, as ξ -*•<*>.

Proof. In the following, we use the notation — (x, u/ξ) for "\ '•*'
ay ay

Throughout the proof we assume |>1. For a^x, ξ)—a1(x), we have

,
\2(3— αfj) αx

where Mx is the same constant as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Hence we have

(5.6). For bι(x, ξ)—b1(x)y we have

sn^—v
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i LΓ*> 1 , 2
-a-αOr 2-α. ξ**-1 L^-l(aι-2) f -.

Thus we have (5.8). By the same way, we have (5.7) for a2>l. If (X2<1, then

we have

= /,+/,+/. .
For /u we have

dy
=

/ ; 2(3-«2)

For 72,

!/,! = _

L ^ ^

.
V '

where w' is a mean value such that

For /3, we get

Therefore | ^(Λ, f )- )̂

where ^5 depends only on

Incase α2=l,
ly <χ2 and Mt , /=!, 2.

y
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-
o y

log L.gf **•! l-cosj , ι£- 2M. log gL

=/,+/,+/,.
For I19

For 72,

*ί

For /3, we have

Therefore

(5.10)

where ί:6 depends only on L19 M0 and Mx. Thus (5.7) is proved. Finally for

bz(xy ζ)—b2(x), if α2>l then the same estimate as that of ^(Λ?, f)^-iι(^) holds.

If α2<l> then we have

M*. »/«-"(*. 0)]<to

Ξ /,+/,+/, .

For /!, we have

= M.

For 72,
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s n r , λ , nγι,\v(χ. w)—v(x, 0)]αα>
v ' ' ^ ;J

Λ" dw

ί-a* ^

For I3,

Thus we obtain

(5.11)

where c7 does not depend on x,
Finally consider the case α2=l

dv - 2M°

For /n we obtain

For 72, we get

y-,,̂ , 0)1v J

_K*>Q)U. x

yα+y /ί1)
v(x, o)| . y(^> o) f

A.2N -̂  " " 1 Λ.Γ

e+l logfA

So we have

where cs does not depend on x, ξ^R1. By (5.11) and (5.12), we obtain (5.9),
which completes the proof of Lemma 5.3.

Now we can estimate the singularity of ^λ>0. Set
dy
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(5.13) I(x,y) =

and

(5.14) y(*,y) =

In the rest of this paper, we set

and

W^+^W^+^Wf), if «2>1,

(*, f) = (*.WfΛl+δ2(Λ;)r2+c2(Λ;)ί), if «2<1 ,

' (A,(*)5-'+*^*)e l°gξ+c,(x)ξ), if «2=1

Define ΛJ(Λ ) by

Then we can show the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4. Assume that αι>α2 Let n be the largest positive integer such

that a1—2-\-n(al—a2)ίίQ Then we have
(i) // «2Φ1, then

(5.15) I(x,y) = -h

Σ Σte*+ι(*)Γfycι"v+1"^κ^"*2)sώ

A=I J=Q( * Jo J

X sgn(j>-*) I y—x I -

(5.16)
π

+ Σ
A=I y

X I y-x\*ι-2+k<«ι-«2^«2-»+v7(x,y)\ y-x\

. , αr^ bounded
continuous functions.

(ii) jζf tf2=l
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(5.17)
π

Σ

X (log _L_Tsgn( j-*) I y-x \ -ι-« « ι
\ \y—x\J

(x, y)\y-x\ 2*ι-3+ve(x, y),

(5.18) J(χ,y) = -Mί
7Γ

+ Σ Σ{Σ sί^^w
* = 1 ' = θ l / = r

χ log(— 1— )Γ|y-Λ
V | . — A ? | /

,
continuous functions. In case a1~2+n(a1—a2)=0, \ y—x\**~2+1**i~**) should be

replaced by log( — -
\—
— - —
\y—x\

Proof, (i) First we show (5.15). Denote by c(x) for c^x) or c2(x). Then
#, 3;) can be written as follows:

\ξsm(y-x)ζdξ _

_ sin (y—x)ξdξ
7Γ o

The first term is a bounded continuous function. Denote by I^(xy y) the second
term. Then we have

χ, y)

For the estimate of I2(x, y), we employ the method of Ikeda-S.Watanabe

[3 p. 165]. Set 52(«, ζ)=b2(x)+c(x)ξ1-'>2. Define
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Afr, ξ) = *,(*), BJx, ξ) = <φ), Daί,k(x, ξ) = -̂

and

A? (Ύ" £\ 2\t/*'/ I *^2\ ) S
nk+l\X> ζ) . \ 2 l _ L / \i

Then we have the following formula:

ιo i j / 1 I sin (y x jζ ^ζ

5 si
o

where ^Λ(Λ;, 3;) is a bounded continuous function. From this formula, it is easy
to see that DΛ2tk(x, ξ) is a polynomial of degree k in ξ l~**. Therefore DΛ2tk(x, ξ)
can be written in the form

_ aι(x)
-

where the coefficients D^H.̂ *), Q ̂ j^k, are bounded continuous functions.
Hence we have

Λ(*» y) = Σ Σ βX*(*) ("ί1-1"'*-1^- "̂̂  sin (y-χ)ξdξ+vs(x, y)
k=ι

= Σk=ι y=o

υa(x, y) ,
o

where »„ is a bounded continuous function. Noting that DJ,V,ι(

2. we obtain

-Λl) sgn (y-*)| y-*
7Γ

n + l k

+ Σ Σ D^x) I J-Λ; | •i-w-c*-»c-1-
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X sgn (y-x) f Ύ- Ί-tt-ix r p+yα- ,) sin ξdξ+vβ(x, y) .
Jo

For /8(#, y)y we have

(5.20) /,(*, 30—J- (- W* g)

π o
sn -

* o λ—

XξΦs(x,ξ)siτι(y-x)ξdξ

=I4(x,y)+I,(Xyy).

Using Lemma 5.3, it is easy to see that It(x,y) is a bounded continuous function.
For /5, set

HJx, ξ) = (φ, e)-β,(*))fl

(5.21) flX*. f) = 2\-(a1(x,

*, f) = (*,(*.

and

Then we have

jg> f) sin (y—x)ξ
χ, ί)2} {(\-ΦR(χ,

/,, y) = 1 f "g,fe e)g^
V ' ^ ^ J o B(*,y;f)

By Lemma 5.3, it is easy to see that /6 is bounded continuous. For the
estimate of /7, set

y-i

ifα 2>l,

if «2<1 ,

and
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ίf«,<ι

Then we have

U*,y)=-

where

R(x, y; ή) =
(S^x, y;

Rι(χ>y\ v) = ^i(^1+ai

^2(^j; ??) = b^y;

π
\~R(χ, y η) sin rjdr, ,
Jo

ι(*, y; rj)R2(χ, y, >l)R3(x, y,
x, y;

, y;

y x, y;

R3(x, y; 77) = bx,
y—χ y — χ

Sl(x, y; rf) = Hy-x
y — y — 3

y—x

, y, -η) = ^(y-x

y—x

and

In the above expressions, we set β = a^— l+(tfι— α2) if α2>l, =2(0^!-— 1) if
α2<l and 7=α2Vl. Applying the second mean value theorem, we obtain the

J oo Λoo

R(x, y\ η)dη is uniformly convergent in x, y. Hence I R(x, y\ η)dη
o Jo

is bounded continuous. Thus we have (5.15). By the same argument as that of

I(χj y)> we obtain (5.16).
Next we show (ii). I(x, y) can be written as follows:

where v9 is bounded continuous. Denote by /j(^, y) the first term of the right

hand side of the above expression. Then we get
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1 r K(*, ξ)?+++ajx, ξ)ξ1+**_ a.(x)ξ^+a*(x)ξl+Λ* \
n Jo l(λ-ψ*(*, £))2+ψ7(*> f )2 (λ-Φ*(*, f ))2 + Φ7(*, f)2/

x sin (y—x)ζdξ

For the estimate of /2(#, y), we set 52(#, f ) = bz(x) log f +^(Λ;), A(x, ξ) = ^(Λ?

and

Bk+1(x, ξ) = -^y+ffi f/^^, f) ,
«l(«) +*l(«)

Then by (5.19), we get

ainf v-*

= ί
Jo

sn -

sinf v-*te * > + i . ..
Jo VJ (λ+β,(*)ί̂  + ̂ *)f»)ί+(*ι(*)f-l+^*)ί log f +<<*)?)'

», y),

where eh is bounded continuous. From this formula, it is clear that D1 ιk(x, ξ)
is a polynomial of degree k in log ξ . Hence D1>k(x, ξ) can be written in the form

, v, Ί , \2 >
«,(*)*+ ̂ (*)*

where the coefficients ,D{f*+ι> θ5Ξ/ίΞA are bounded continuous functions. There-
fore we have

sn -
k=ι y=o

= ΪJ Σ Z>iίi(*
*-ι y-o \ |j— χ\

X Σ (; ) ("(log ey- f>-ι-«->x-ι-V sin ξdξ+vfr, y) ,
r=o \r I Jo

where VΛ(X, y) is a bounded continuous function.
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Noting that Dft(*)=0, D?,l(x)= - — -, we obtain

-0.) sgn 0>-*) I y-x \ ̂

+Σ Σ (Σ (' Viίu*) Γ(log £χ-Έι-ι-<*-ικ *-v sin
f t = 2 r = o ly»r \ f / Jo

X (log —LYsgn (y-x)\ y-x\*-w™*i-*+v.(x, y) .

For 73, we devide 73(Λ?, y) into two terms: /3(#, y) = It(x, y)+/5(^> ^)> where
/4, /5 are defined by (5.20). By Lemma 5.3, it is easy to see that /4 (x, y) is a

bounded continuous function. For /5, define H^x, f), //2(Λ;, f), ^I(Λ ,̂ ξ) and

H(*, J^; ί) by (5.21). We define K2(x, ξ) by

Then we get

ιs(x,y)= i r H.(*. g)g»(*. g)rfe+ 1 r-gj(*. g)g«(«.
π Jo SίΛr.J' f) π Jo E(», y; f)

Using Lemma 5.3, we can show that 76 is bounded continuous. For 77) set

-«ι(*) = «ι(*, j;
y — x/ γj

-bl(x) = bl(x> y 1)!*=

and

~^-)-b2(X) = b2(x, y ,) - 1 - .
y~X l o —

Substituting this into 77 and applying the second mean value theorem to /„ we
obtain

/,(*, y) = -

where z;10 is bounded continuous. Thus we have (5.17). By the same way, we
obtain (5.18). This completes the proof.
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Lemma 5.5. If σ(x)=0 and aλ>a2, aλ>\y then gκ(x, y) satisfies one of
the following conditions:

(A) lim -£±(Xy y) = ~^(x9 x—) exists finitely and lim -£±(x, y) = — °o .
y\x dy dy y** dy

lim -±(x, y) = - ( y + , y) exists finitely and lim -±(x, y) = — °° .
*+y dy dy *t> dy

(B) Tλ£T£ exist nonnegative constants cly c2y a, β, r and £0 such that ^>1, c2>ly

0<a<β<ί and

(xy x)-g^(x, x+6)<c26*(log -I)',

for any B e (0, 6

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 5.4, we have

^rι-2), as ylx,
o(\y— Λ?| r tι~2) , as y\x.

Therefore only two cases occur: (i) lirn-^(#, y) and lim-£±(x, y) exist
n* dy **> dy

finitely or (ii) lim-A(#, y) and l i m - ( # , y) do not exist. If the inequality
Jt* dy *+y dy

g\,o(x> x)—g*,o(x> y)^® holds (we show this soon later), then since «!<2 we have

lim -~M#> j)=liιn -j(x,y)= — oo. Therefore if (i) occurs, it is nothing but the

case (A). Let (ii) occur. Then -̂  (x, y)=O( | x— y [ *4log - ) ) for some
dy V \ \x— 3; |/ /

α3: «!— 2<α3<0 and r^O. Therefore we have

χ)-gά*> χ+ε) = Γ
Jx v*

and

Since Q<al—1<«3+1<1, it follows that the case (B) holds. Therefore it
sufficies to prove that g*t0(x, x)—g\to(x, y)^0 for all x9 y. Let x be any point in
Rl and fix it. Set
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Let {X?\ Py*\y<^R1} be a Lέvy process whose exponent ^x\ξ) is ψ(x, ξ).
Then g^fe) is the density of the Green measure of Lόvy process X^ with
respect to Lebesgue measure. Let G™ be the corresponding Green operator
and £ be any point such that #ΦO. Let B be an interval containing the origin
and B Π {%} = φ. Then for any Borel set A( c B\

Since g*** is continuous, we have

g?(y-*) = E^[e-^^(y-X^)]

Since the exponent ψc^ of the Levy process Jf w satisfies the following inequality

by virtue of Theorem 2 of [5] we have Pi*' (σ-0<oo)>0. Letting B j {0}, by

quasi-left continuity of Lόvy process and by the above fact, we obtain

Noting that g™(*)=gχto(x9 x+z), we have

gλ,0(x, x— %)^gλ>0(x, x) for any x and

Thus Lemma 5.5 is proved.

Lemma 5.6. If σ(x) = Q and a1=a2>l, then gλ(x, y) satisfies the following:

(5.22)

(5.23) -oov ; ίχ(θ, 0)-̂ (0, -ε)

Proof. Set a,(x, ξ) = ax(*, ξ)+a£c, ξ), ά2(x, ξ) = bfa ξ) + b2(x, ξ), a,(x) =

a1(x)-\-a2(x) and a2(x)=b1(x)J

Γb!:(x). Then ^ λ ° can be expressed in the form
Qy

9gχ.o(y Λ l f ° ° λgsin(j>-«)grfg _ l f " ^(ae^ Ί sin (y-«)g rf

9j V ' ̂  *• Jo [λ- ψ ̂ *, f)]2+^/(^, f)2 w Jo [λ-ΦΛ(», fM'+ΦX*, ?)2

π o λ— . * , f ] 2 + ̂ (Λ, e)2 [λ-ΦB(*, ξ)]2+ΦI(x,

1 Γ )̂r+ .̂ f)^"1 co8(y-πr Jo [λ— ψ Λ(*, f)]2+ ψ /(Λ!, f)2
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It is easy to see that I1 is bounded continuous. Using Lemma 5.3, we have
73=O(| y-x[2"i-3). For /„, noting that άz(x) = Q, we have 74=O(|y-Λ;|2<V-3).

Next we consider /2. Let n be the largest positive integer such that a^— 2+

(n— \)(2—2al) ̂ 0. Then we have

~ i1-'»i+<*-1*2-2<V sm(y-x)ξdξc v >ς

where Λ(*)=*=«ι(*), 5*(*)=^»(*)(*)ί, JΛ+1(Λ;)=-βA(Λ;)Cl(;«)2

> l^A^w+1, and
^n(^) j) is a bounded continuous function.

From this formula we have

y(«) sgn (y-x) \ y-x\
7Γ

where Ai(^)= - - - , Ay, 2^y^n+l, and «; are bounded con-

tinuous functions. (5.23) follows from this; estimate. Since £λe C°° (7?X /?— Δ)
and£λ(#, x)—gχ(x, x±S)=O(e(A^z), we have (5.22). This completes the proof.

Now we shall show that Lemma 5.2, 5.5 and 5.6 hold without the condi-
tion (c). Let A be the operator defined by (2.1) with the conditions (a) and
(b). Let %(jy) be a C°°-f unction of compact support such that 0^%^1 and

X(y)=lfor\y\^Ll9=0{or\y\^L1+l. Set

^(x, y) = n(x, y)X(y] , nz(x, y) = n(x, y)(l— %(̂ )) and

A can be written as follows.

Au(x) = {^XίΛj+σίΛjV

(5.24) +Γ [u(x+y)-u(x)]n2(x,y)dy=Awu(x)+A™u(x).
J -oo

Since Aw satisfies the condition (c), there exists the density g^ of the Green

operator G™ of Aa\ The next lemma is needed to show the regularity of gλ f l
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in the Theorem 5.1.

Lemma 5.7. Let k(xy y) be the function defined by (4. 1 5) and K be the operator
defined by (4.14). Then k(xy y) can be written in the form.

(5.25) k(x, y) = Γ g?(x, z)h(z, y)dz ,
J _ o o

where h is the kernel of K(h(x, y) corresponds to k(x, x—y) in Theorem 3.3).

Proof. Note that k(x, y) is the kernel of GλK. On the other hand, we

havefor/e£),

G,Kf(x) =

Therefore we obtain (5.25), which completes the proof.

Theorem 5.1. Let A be the operator defined by (2.1) with the conditions
(a) and (b). Then we have

(i) For any /eίL,, there exists a unique u^JS such that

(\-A)u=f.

(ii) Let Gλ be the inverse of (\—A). Then GA has the kernel representation

where g\(x, y) is of the form

,,°λ— Λ/Γ(Λ?, ξ)

Proof. Let %, n^ n2 and av be as in the paragraph before Lemma 5.7.
Write A as in (5.24). It is easy to see that the proof of (i) is the same as the
proof of [12, p. 537]. From (5.24), we have the following integral equation for
the density gλ(x, y) of Green measure:

(5.26) gλ(x9 y) = g?(x, y)+ Γ g™(x, z)A?^(z9 y)dz .
J -00

The equation (5.26) can be solved by successive approximation and gλ(x, y) is
given in the form

Λ(*, y) = g?(χ> y)+Σ/λw(^ y) .

where g(*\xy y)= (°° g£\x, z)A™gl*-l\z9y)dz9 k=2, 3, •••. Using the estimates
J -00
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for g^ in §5, Lemma 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7, we obtain ^g"\x, y) is a continuously
k = 2 ^

differentiable function. Hence setting gλ>l(x, y)=g<i\?ι(x, y) + *Σg\k\x> V\ we

prove the theorem.

6. Proof of Theorem 1. Now we can prove the Theorem 1. Let x and
y be any point in R1 such that x^py. Choose an open interval B containing^
such that B ΓΊ {x} —φ. Then for any Borel set AdB, we have

J A J A

Since gλ is continuous, we have

(6.1) g,(x, ») = E,[e-* *gάXfΛ, *)] ,

By quasi-left continuity of X, letting B J, {y} , we obtain

(6.2) g,(x, y) = E,[e-**>]gjy, y) , x*y .

Λ ΛOO f*<.χ-y)ξ
Set £λo(#, y)=— \ — - - dξ. Then as is seen in the proof of Lemma

2π J-°° \—ψ(x, ξ)
5.5, we have gχtQ(x, y)>0 for any x, y. Next we show gλ(x, Λi)>0. First note
that £λ=£λ,o+£λ,ι^0, gλtl^Cl and gλt0(x, )^gλt0(x,x). Ifgλ(x,x)=Q, then we

χ,ι(x> x) Therefore

y— x y\*

Since g\t0(xy •) is not differentiable at x andgλι0(x, )^g\to(xy x), we have

7T*" y — x y\* y — x

This is a contradiction. Thus we have gλ(x, #)>0. Therefore we can choose
finite number of open sets U19 ••-, C// such that gλ(x', y')>8>0 if A/, yeJ7, ,

ί=l, ...,/ and t/ίΠZ/ί+xΦ^, ί=l, — , /— 1, LlZ/f^[»,y]. Let Λ = Λ1
ί = l

<Λ/<Λ/+1=y, *ί+1e I/, Π t/ί+1, i=l, ••-, 7—1. By (6.2), we have

£λ(*/, Λί+1) = ^λ(Λί+1, xί+ι)EXi[e-χσ'i+1] , ί=l, ••-, / .

Hence for some δ>0,

E ,,[e-*«l+l] = *̂  >8 ,
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This implies P, (σ* <oo)>δ, /=!, •••, /. By the strong Markov property, we
have PΛ(σ j,<4-oo)>() for any # φ y, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.

7. Martin boundary theory. In this section, we shall prepare some

lemmas from the theory of Martin boundary for the proof of the part (3) of
Theorem 2. For the theory of Martin boundary, we refer to Kunita-T.Watanabe

[9]. Although almost parallel arguments to [9] hold, we present this section
for completeness, since we do not assume the existence of dual process.

Let X=(Xt, P*, XEΞR1) be the process defined in §2. Define X° = (X°, P£,

*eE#MO}) by X?=Xt if *<σ0, -0 if t^σQ and P°( )=P,( , <r0<oo). Let G£
be the resolvent of X*. By the strong Markov property, the density gχ(x, y) of

G°(#, dy) with respect to dy is given by

(7.1) &(χ, y) = gλ(χ, y)-Ex[e-^o]gλ(Q, y)

For any Borel set A of R\ {0} , define τ^=inf {*^0; X°e^A} . For any bounded
measurable function/ and for any Borel set A of Rl\ {0} , define

Set fφ)==£,[έΓλ° o; Ωί], u2(x)=Ex[e~λ^', ΩΓ] and u,(x)=Ex[e~^'y Ωf] for Λ
We call/ a λ-harmonic function (relative to X°) in Rl\ {0} if for any open set A

with A compact in Rl\ {0} ,

(7.2) /(*) = El[e-^f(X^c); V<σJ .

REMARK 7.1. It follows from the existence of the continuous density of

Gλ(#, dy) that every λ-excessive function is lower semi-continuous. Indeed by
Fatou's lemma, Gλf(x) is lower semi-continuous (/ is nonnegative bounded
measurable). Since every λ-excessive function /is an increasing limit of Gλfn

(fn is nonnegative bounded measurable), / is lower semi-continuous. In view

of [1, p. 197], we see that there exists a reference measure.

Lemma 7.1. u^ i=l, 2, 3 are \-harmonic (relative to X°) in R\ {0} .

Proof. First consider the case i=l. Note that τ^c<σ0 on Ωlβ Indeed by
Remark 7.1, we can apply Theorem 4.2 of [16]. Therefore we have

E,[e-**«; XrAC- e A Xτjf = 0] = 0 .

Thus we get Px(r^c=σM Ωj^O. By the strong Markov property, we have
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By the same way, we obtain (7.2) for u~ 2, 3, which proves the lemma.

Lemma 7.2. (1) Let A be a compact set of R\{ϋ} and B(c:Rl\{0}) be a

neighborhood of A. Then we have

(7.3) inf f gl(y,x)dy>Q.
x^AJB

(2) (i) For any open set A in R\ {0} and for any y e^4, we have

(ii) For any y <EΞ Rλ\ {0} , g°λ( , y) is \-harmonic (relative to X°) in R\ {0, y} .
(3) Let xQ^R\{ϋ\ be fixed. Let V be an open interval of R1\{0} containing XQ

with FcΛ^ {0} . Then there exists an open interval [7(#0)(c V) containing x0 such

that

for any x, y^ U(x0) .

Proof. (1) By (7.1), gl(x, y) is continuous in (R1 x R*)\ {0} and

(̂  *)-Λ(0, *) > 0 .

Therefore inf ί g°λ(y, x)dy>0. Thus (1) is proved.
*ς=A JB

(2) (i). Let A be any open set in R\ {0} and / be any continuous function of
compact support such that /— 0 on Ac. Then by the strong Markov property we

have

Since g°λ(x, y) is continuous in (R1 X R*)\ {0} , we get

= &(x, y) for j^^ and

For the proof (ii), let A be an open set in R*\ {0, y} with ^4 compact in R\ {0,
Then by (i), for yf ̂ (A)c we have

Thus (2) is proved.

(3) For any #, JΦO (^Φ j), we have
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A(*> y) = sl(y, 3> Wλτ* ;

Since by the right continuity of paths, Px{τy>Q} = l9 we have

(7.4) &(*,y)<A(y,y)
Applying the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem to g^(x, y), we have Iimg£\x9 y)=0,

ι*ι->°°
uniformly on any compact set of y. Therefore by virtue of (7.1), (5.26) and
Lemma 5.7, we have

(7.5) limgi(z, y) = 0 uniformly in y: \ x0—y | < 1 .
\*\-+°°

Therefore it follows from (7.4), (7.5) and the continuity of g° that there exist
constants δ0 and £0>0 such that

By the continuity of g°λ, for any ^: 0<£1<£0, there exists a constant δ>0
(δ<δ0) such that for \χ— Λ?0 |<δ, \ y— x0\<δ,

Therefore we have

(x, y) .

So it is sufficient to put U(x0)= {x\ \x— XQ\ <δ} Π F, which proves the Lemma
7.2.

Lemma 7.3. Let {μn} be a sequence of measures on R\ {0} . Define G°μn by

If there exists a locally integr able function v such that G^μn^vy then we have
(i) There exists a subsequence {μnk} of {μn} such that {μnk} converges to some μ weakly.
(ii) If for the above {μnk}> G^μnk converges to some u almost everywhere with
respect to Lebesgue measure, then

Especially if u is \-excessive, then u^G^μ.
(iii) If for any nonnegatίve bounded measurable function f with compact support and
for any £>0, there exists a compact set A in R\{fy such that

(7.6) ( 0°J(y)μn(dy)<ε, n=l,2, ,C
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then lira <*G>=Gjμ, where 0£f(y)= ( 1 gl(xy y)f(x)dx. Note that if there exists

a compact set A^ such that supp(^rt)c^41, n=l, 2, •••, then the condition in (iii) is
fulfilled.

Proof. For the assertion (i) it is enough to show that, for each compact set,
μn(A) is bounded. Let B be a compact neighborhood of A. By Lemma 7.2,

c=inf I g*(y, x)dy>0. Hence
*ξ=.A J B

oo> f v(x)dx^
JB

For (ii), let μnk converge weakly to μ and let /be a nonnegative bounded measur-
able function of compact support. Using the facts that v^G°μnft and Gj/is
nonnegative continuous, we have

Therefore uϊ>G°μ a.e. rf*. On the other hand, for any α>0,

MΞlim G^^^ljm aG'(GS/t^)^aG2(lim GλV»t) = aG«« a.e. <£v .
*->«. Λ jfe^o* * *•><»

So we have

1 f(x)\\maGlu(x)dx
J^ 7 < «

Hence we have

(7.7) limαGχ#)^G£μ(Λ:) a.e. JΛ; .
α»t<»

Since the both sides of (7.7) are λ-excessive, we have lim aG°u^G°μ. Finally
α»f °*

we shall prove (iii). Let /be a nonnegative bounded measurable function with
compact support. Then by the assumption, for any £>0, there exists a compact
set A in jR1^ {0} such that (7.6) holds. So we have

l imf Oϊf(y)μnk(dy)^lim \
k->e» JR\(0] *->«» J
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Therefore we have

Hence u^G°μ a.e. ώ. This implies that limaG£u^G°μ. Thus the proof is
1 1 Λl°°completed.

Lemma 7.4. Le£ A be an open set in R\ {0} with A compact in Rl\ {0} .
Then there exists a measure μ£ (i=l, 2, 3) concentrated in A such that

H\uf(x) = ( _&(X, y)μi(dy) , ί = I, 2, 3 .
Jyl

Proof. First we show for the case i= I . Since u± is λ-excessive, setting
fn(x)=n[u1(x)—nG^+nu1(x)]9 we have w^^lim G°fn(x). We shall first prove

»-> oo

Lemma 7.4 for vn(x) = G*fn(x). Let £ be a compact set in R\ {0} , then by the
strong Markov property

Hfrvn(x) = E^*e-»fn(X«)dt τβc < σ0] - 0 as B | R*\ {0} .

So we have H%cH%vn(x)^H£cvH(x)-+Q as Bf^MO}. Since H£vn is λ-
excessive, by setting fn,M(x)=m[H£vn(x)—mG°λ+mH£vn(x)], we have H£vn(x)=
lim G£fn>m(x). Set vnjtn=GZfn>m and μn,m(dy}=fn,m(y}dy. Then using Lemma
»l->oβ

7.2, we have

,
Bc

(X, y)μn,m(dy) = (*, y)μn.Jdy) .

For any nonnegative bounded measurable function / with compact support,

ί &J(y)μ.,m(dy)=\ ί( .̂̂ ^
Jβ Jβ {JR \{θ}

R\{0]

H£cvnxxdx -* 0 as

Therefore by Lemma 7.3, there exists a measure μw on ^^{O} such that
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H^vn(x)=Gχμn(x). Next we shall show μn((A)c)= 0. Let us suppose that there
exists a compact subset D of (A)c such that μn(D)>0. Then there exists a point

x0^D such that for any neighborhood Q containing x0, μn(Q)>®> Let V(d(A)c)
be an open interval containing x0 with Fc^XίO}. Then by Lemma 7.2,
there exists an open interval U(x0)(dV) containing x0 such that for any
x,y(ΞU(x0)y

El[e-^cgl(X«vc, y) ; ryc< σj <&(*, y) .

Therefore

nJ i/(*0) n z?

On the other hand^( , 3;) is λ-excessive (relative to XΌ), we have

t ,
JCtf

Therefore we have

This contradicts Lemma 7.1. So μ,n((A)c)=0. Thus Lemma 7.4 is proved for
vn(x)=G%fn(x). Again applying Lemma 7.3 to G^μn=H^vn^ we have

H^u^x) = Gχμ(x) for some /^ with supp (μ)dA .

The proof for U;(x), i=2, 3 is similar to that of u19 which completes the proof.
Using the estimates in Lemma 5.6, we can construct the Martin boundary

Δ of the process X°t. Set

Let A be the set of infinite sequences {yn} such that {yn} does not converge to
any point in R*\ {0} and for which κ(x, yn) converges. We call {3;̂ } , {zn} (eΔ)
equivalent if lim κ(x, yΛ)=lim κ(x, zn). Define Δ as the set of all equivalence

»-*«> «->oo N

class of A. Since lim κ(xy y)=&*±^ — ί by Lemma 5.6, any {yn} (eΛ) which
'+* g*(c, 0)

converges to 0 are equivalent. So the origin belongs to Δ and there exists no

points of Δ except the origin in [-N, N] (N>0).

Lemma 7.5. Let {μn} be a sequence of (Radon) measures on (Rl\ {0} ) U Δ
such that sύρρ(μrt) are contained in [-M, M] (M>0) and {μn[—M, M]} is
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bounded. Let μ be a weak limit of {μnk} . If

is dominated by a locally integrable function and if vnk converges a.e. dx to a

function u, then

=\ κ( ,
JueΛίoDUΔ

Proof. Let / be a continuous function with compact support, then

M*^ = 52
ί( i /(*)*(*' ! ! ,U^Xto} ) J^Xίo} Uc^XCoDUΔ

Thus u(x)=\ /c(x, η)μ(dη) a.e. dx. The rest of the proof is the same as
J(R1\{0})UΔ

that of Lemma 7.3 (iii). This completes the proof.
After above preparation we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 7.6. There exist nonnegative constants cly cz, c3 such that

Ex[e-^« Ωf] = cβ for any *ΦO ,

x

^x(0, 0)

Proof. First we show this lemma for u1(x)=Ex[e~λσo Ωί]. For any open

set A in (Rl\ {0} ) U Δ with A compact, we can choose a sequence {A^ of open
sets in Rl\{0\ with An compact in {̂O} such that An ^ AΓ((R1\{0}). We
denote |yϊ] for ^in^XίO}) in the rest of the proof. By Lemma 7.4, there

exists a measure vn such that

Define μn by μj(dy)=&(c, y)vn(dy), then supp(^M)cAn and {̂ ((̂ \ {0} ) U Δ)}
is bounded. Therefore there exists a subsequence {μnk} of {μ,rt} wihch con-

verges to some μA. On the other hand since

= \
j

as
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and Hjίnu1(x)^ly by Lemma 7.5 we have

Because H^u^x) is λ-excessive (relative to X°), we get

ϊ>Π

Next let A be {0}eΔ. Choose a sequence An of open sets in (Λ1\{0})UΔ
such that An\ A. Then since HIAJU^X) is a monotone decreasing sequence and

{μΆn((Rl\ {0}) U Δ)} is bounded, it follows from Lemma 7.5 that there exists a
measure μ0 such that

lim jf^X*) = \ κ(x,
» JA

On the other hand, in view of the proof of Lemma 7.1, we have lim
( \ /-^ M-^oo

Λ?). bo we get

lim ctG*Uι(x) = \ κ(xy η)μQ(dη) .
«t°° J A

Since u± is λ-excessive, we have

= μ0( {0} )Λ(Λ:, 0) .= j

Thus we proved the lemma for w^ By the same wray, we can prove the lemma
for %, ί=2, 3. The proof of lemma is completed.

8. Proof of Theorem 2. In this section we shall prove Theorem 2 by
using the estimates established in §5. Before entering the proof, we note that
σ0 is an accessible stopping time on Ω l t Indeed let Rn be the hitting time of

-—\ and let Λ= {#n<σ0, Vn} . Since £*[)Γλσo] is χ_

excessive (relative to JSΓ) and every λ-excessive function is lower semi-continuous
(see Remark 7.1), An contains an open set which contains the origin. Therefore
in view of the proof of Lemma 7.1, ΛlDίV On the other hand, by Proposition
(4.12) of [1. Chapter IV] lim Rn= T on Λ a.s. Thus σ0 is accessible on ίV

Proof of (1). Let X*, G£ and g°λ be as in the beginning of §7. For
put

F+(x) = lim and F (x) = li
V ;
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Then by Lemma 5.2 we have

, , , 0
oy oy

(8.1) = λ ' f? -'

F_(x) =
dy v ' ' O Λ V ' ' Qy

- (̂ft, 0 ) ( 0 , 0-)

We can choose constants a and έ such that the denominators do not vanish by
virtue of Lemma 5.2. In fact, if for all flΦθ

dy dy

then we have gλ(0, 0)(- (̂0 + , 0)-^%0, 0 + )) = 0. Hence by (S.2a) and
\ dy dy '

(5.2b), we have σ(0)~2£λ(0, 0)=0. This is a contradiction.
By (8.1), (5.2a) and (5.2b), we get

(8.2)

dy )

-2gλ(0, 0) ±n jffn^ = Q f

λO-)}

Since ^(Jf?) is a λ-excessive function relative to X°, e~MF+(X*) is a super-
martingale1} having left limit with probability one. Therefore

(8.3) PS{lim e-*F+(X<l) exists/Ωj = 1 for Λ:ΦO .
'tσo

Combining (8.2) and (8.3), we have P^ΩflΩ^O. Hence we have
PX(ΩΪ UΩ" |Ώ1)=1 for any ΛJΦO, which completes the proof of (i).

Next we show (ii). Let {τn} be the sequence of stopping times such that

TO—0, rn=m{ \ t X°t^ ——, — > . Then as noted in the paragraph before the
I L n n Δ>

1) '{e λtF+(X^)Jo^t^σo is a supermartingale' means {e~xiF+(Xf)/co^o)(0> &t9 PX} is a super-
martingale.
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proof of (1), τM<σ0) Vn and lim τB=σ0 on Ωt a.s. Set fTχ(ω)=e-kτ*F+(X°M(ω)).
Then {/τn(ω)},so is a nonnegatίve bounded martingale. So there exists /»(ω) =
lim/τ.(ω) such that E°[fm(ω)/3°τ J =ΛB(ω)2), (a.s. P°) » ̂  0. Hence we have

By (8.2), we have

f <rλ'o.F+(0 + ) on Ωf,
f~(ω)=\0 on ΛΓ.

Hence we obtain

Γ Λ(0, 0)|S-»(-Y?., 0)-Λ(JΓ?β, 0)̂ (0, 0+)
^[^-^^(0+); Ωf] = EU e-« - ό-y- - °y -

L Λ(0,0)-(«,0)-Λ(α,0)-(0,0 + ) J

for

Therefore we get

El[e~^ Ωf] = -^LΓ^(0, 0)|̂ λ(*, 0)-Λ(Λ> 0)^(0, 0+)] .2 0 0 L 8; 8; J
, , - >> 0)L 83; 83;

By the same way, we have

El[e~^ ΩΓ] = ̂ L[_^(0, 0)|&(*, 0)+ί-χ(*, 0)^(0, 0-)] .

This completes the proof of (1).

Proof of (2). Let us suppose the condition (A) of Lemma 5.5 satisfied.
We can choose a constant c&Rl\ {0} such that

, 0-)ΦO .- χ , - , λ ,
σy σy

Put K(x)=lim Sj^hJl X^Q. Then we have
^' '

'dy

lim K(x) = oo and lim K(x) = 0 .

, 0-)

As before, e'^J^X?) is a nonnegative supermartingale having a left limit.

2) 37 is the σ-field generated by
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Therefore we have PS(lim*Γλί K(X*) exists/Π^l for #ΦO. It follows that
<t%

Px(3tn f σ0, Xt^Q/Ω^O for *ΦO. This implies that P^Πf/n^l for *ΦO.

Next suppose the condition (B) of Lemma 5.5 is fulfilled. We construct a

finite measure μ on ( — °°, 0) such that

has the property

U(x)<oo for x<=Rl\{0} and lim U(x) = oo .
*to

. Note that

(84) *>
0, 0)-Λ(0, -6)]

Putting y— x+£ and using the condition (B), we have

g\(χ, —G)—g\(χ, 0) = gλ(x, χ)—gλ(χ, χ+(£—y))—[g\(χ, χ)—g*(χ, χ—y)]

for Q^y^aβ, 0^β^βoy

that is gλ(x,—ε)—gλ(x,Q)^KεΛ(\og—\ for -6^Λ:^-(l-α)ε,

Hence ^J(Λr, — ε) ̂  jRΓ^Πog — J . By the same way, we have gl(c, —8)<K2ε
β.

So we have

for — e^Λ?^— (1— α)£ and Q^8^8Q.

We conclude from this that there exists a constant ^Γ//>0 such that

for r <v<v n — 1 7 ...tor^g^Λ^π-l.A ,

where Λ?rt=— £0(l— a)n. Choose a constant b such that 0<£<1 and(l— ά)*~βb>l.
eo

Define a finite measure μ on (—00, 0) by μ~ 2 δwδ-,M. Because

>(^ __£) £λ(^ 0)

we get

c,y)
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Since U(x)^g$x' **h*=K"(l-a)«-»(loS — ί— )V for *eK,*,,+1], we
£°(c, #„) \ (l-β)V

have lim [/(#)= oo. Since e~λtU(X°t) is a nonnegative supermartingale having a
*to

left limit. Therefore as before, we have Px(3tn | σ0, J?ί|i<0/Ω1)=0 for #ΦO.

Thus the proof of (2) is completed.

Proof of (3). First we show P,(Ωί/Ω1)=° or *• Define /,(ω) by /,(ω)=

""λ(ro; Ωί], Let τ w be as in the proof of (1). Since {/TJ M^0 is a bounded

nonnegative £F? -martingale, it follows that there exists a f00(ω)= lim/τ (ω) such

that

On the other hand, by the strong Markov property,

E£oJ^o; Ωί] - ^^^S^-^/QrίωJ/ff j on t <σ0 .

So we have

Hence in view of Lemma 7.6, we have

*-λ-o, if

0 , if

and in view of Lemma 7.6, we have fco(ω) — e~λσ'ocl. This implies that

PjC(Ωf/Ω1)=l or PJC(Ωjf /Ω1)=0. By the same way, we have P^Ωf/Ω^l or 0

and Px(SlίlΩ,l)=l or 0. Finally we show that PJC(Ωί"/Ω1)=0 and PΛΓ(ΩΓ/Ω1)=0.

Let σ_ε=inf {ί; Xt=— £}. For any xt

o/ r» o \
g\(—£, —G)

It follows from Lemma 5.6 that limPΛ(cr_2<σ0) >0. Hence there exists a

sequence {6„} with 8n j 0 such that

Set Tn~ σ_Zn/\σ_zn+l/\ •••, w= 1, 2, •••. Then TM is increasing in n and

lim σQ/\Tn=<rQ a.s. on {CTO<OO} . So we get

lim {σ_?w<σ0} — {Γrt<σ0 for any n} .

Therefore

Pχ(Tn<<r0> Tn t σ0) = P^(lim {<τ_
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It follows that P^Ωί/ΩJΦl. So P^Ωί/Ω^O. Similarly we can show that
PjC(Ω"/Ω1)=0. Therefore we have PJC(Ωf/Ω1)=l. The proof of Theorem 2 is
completed.
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